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KELTA is a data center built to empower 
scientific researchers, scholars, and crypto-
currency miners by providing industrial grade 
computing capabilities at affordable rates
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In today’s world, science has advanced to such a point that home computers are just not capable of making 

the calculations necessary for even the most basic of scientific research. Cryptocurrency mining, a process 

which also requires advanced calculations and large amounts of computing power, is impossible for people 

using home computers.

Until recently, advanced research calculations have been out of reach to everyone except scientists with ac-

cess to large supercomputers. Cloud computing has recently become a popular alternative. Cloud computing 

platforms, however, are difficult to maneuver for those scientists who do not specialize in network systems.

A streamlined, user-friendly, platform offered by a large data center may just be the solution. KELTA, a multi-

functional data center located in Slovakia, is preparing to offer users just such a platform. 

KELTA’s mission is to increase the accessibility of datacenter services worldwide. The team behind the data 

center believes that “true leaders see opportunities first.” Do you?

An AGEM DATA and KELTA joint venture

Together with its parent company, AGEM DATA, KELTA has already constructed a state-of-the art 2700 

square-meter facility in Bratislava, Slovakia. The data center features tier-3 level security, a liquid immersion 

cooling system, and two seperate electrical connections together supplying the facility with 20 megawatts of 

electrical power at a reasonable price.  

Information about KELTA’s relationship with AGEM DATA can be found here.

KELTA is holding an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) in order to raise funds to purchase the necessary hardware (GPUs) 

to make the data center fully operational, and to develop a mobile and web application for easy access to data 

center services. Token holders will be able to access one watt of data center capacity per token held, in order to 

perform scientific research or other computations, through the KELTA mobile and web applications. 

Please note — KELTA token holders will only begin to be able to use their tokens AFTER the data center facili-

ties have been completed and the application has been developed. Potential token holders are highly encour-

aged to familiarize themselves with the risks involved in token purchase and ownership.

UNIT 1: The KELTA ICO — Quick Overview

https://kelta.com/files/General Service Agreement.pdf
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1.1  The KLT Token

Scientific researchers, cryptocurrency miners, and other types of users may gain access to the KELTA data 

center by purchasing the KLT token. This token is a utility token that enables users to use the KELTA platform. 

The KLT token does not represent a stake in the company, the right to decisions regarding KELTA’s direction, or 

any right to dividends, profits, or investment revenue. 

The KLT token is an ERC20 standard utility token emitted on the Ethereum blockchain network. Ownership of 

one token gives the token holder unlimited access to one watt of the KELTA data center’s capacity. The amount 

of watts to which the user has access is equivalent to the number of KLT tokens he or she possesses. 

1.2  Token Benefits

KELTA data center users will enjoy the following benefits from KLT token ownership:

• Continuous access to 1 watt of data center capacity over the course of 50 years.

• Access to the streamlined KELTA app (and web portal) which makes it easy to select the cryptocurrency to 

mine, and to begin mining - even with a limited understanding of blockchain theory.

• Membership in an exclusive community of cryptocurrency and blockchain experts, supported by the tools 

provided on the KELTA website.

• Ability to rent out the tokens to other platform users. The minimum rental period is one year.

It must be clearly understood that access to computer capacity does not imply ownership of that computing 

capacity, the equipment involved, or any administrative or executive role for the token holder. Token holders 

will not be able to access their allotted computing power until after the completed assembly of the hardware 

and development of the software.
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1.3  ICO Overview

KLT tokens will be available for purchase for a limited time during an Initial Coin Offering (ICO). Tokens will be 

available for sale for 57 days, starting March 5th, 2018 and ending  April 30th, 2018.

The price of tokens will increase gradually week by week (see figure 1.2)

A total of 12,500,000 KLT will be issued. During the token sale, 10,000,000 KLT will be available for purchase. 

KELTA follows a fairly unique token distribution procedure. For every 100 KLT tokens sold during the ICO, 25 

surplus will be issued. These 25 tokens will be distributed between KELTA team members, advisors, partners, 

and the recovery fund

Figure 1.1: Distribution of tokens as a percentage of the 12,500,000 that are to be issued

Distribution of KLT Tokens
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Interested purchasers will be able to participate in the ICO via KELTA’s official website — https://kelta.com.  

It will be possible to acquire KLT tokens in exchange for ETH, as well as other cryptocurrencies presented on 

the official website from time to time.

KLT Token Price Increases During the ICO

Figure 1.2: Increase in token price over the duration of the token sale 
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Token price: 

The KLT token price is set to increase every two weeks of the token sale. 

During the token sale, there will be a soft cap set at 2,000,000 KLT tokens. The hard cap is 10,000,000 tokens. 

20% of all tokens will be allocated to the pre-sale.

https://kelta.com
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1.4  Mobile Application

In order for token holders to simply and easily access the data center and its computing power, a software 

product is being developed. Token holders will not be able to access the the data center until AFTER the the 

application’s development is completed.

The KELTA application will be released in two versions: As a desktop and a mobile application.

Figure 1.3: Concept for the mobile application (design and functionality is subject to change).

When the user logs into the app, a menu will appear where he or she chooses the kind of operation to perform:

1. Scientific Research   

2. Network mining

3. Token rental

The user will have full access to the management of these operations via the app. There will be pathways  

by which the user may contact KELTA personnel when in need of technical or some other kind of support.

Within the app, under the “facility power” menu, users will be able to see the number of tokens they own  

(or are renting) and the amount of wattage they may occupy (1 Watt per token). 
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1.5  Website and Community 

Interested individuals and potential corporate partners are invited to visit KELTA’s official corporate website — 

https://kelta.com

The KELTA organization is in the process of launching a blog — https://blog.kelta.com which will serve as a 

center for the community, providing the latest in cryptocurrency news and updates on advancements in min-

ing technology.

From there, the user can select the currency to mine. Preliminarily, there will be five currencies available for 

mining: Ethereum (ETH), Ethereum Classic (ETC), Monero (XMR), Zcash (ZEC), and Pascalcoin (PASC).

https://kelta.com
https://blog.kelta.com
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UNIT 2: Data Center Background

2.1  What is KELTA?

KELTA is a data center built to empower scientific researchers, scholars, and cryptocurrency miners by provid-

ing industrial grade computing capabilities at affordable rates. 

KELTA is a member of the AGEM DATA family, a group of companies specializing in the provision of computing 

power. AGEM DATA  is the owner of the data center building, while KELTA  Capital, S.R.O.. is its operator as well as 

the vendor of the KLT token. KELTA was formed as a substantive entity exclusively for the purpose of the ICO. 

2.2  Why Slovakia?

Datacenters have three major needs. Power, cooling, and a high bandwidth connection to the ‘backbone’ of 

the internet. All three of these are potential bottlenecks, with the first two being the most important. 

High load tasks such as cryptocurrency mining use a lot of electricity, and, to maximize the returns, it is most 

efficient to use specially designed and constructed architectures found in data centers. Cryptocurrency min-

ing using non-specialized equipment can easily cost more in electricity use than is made in currency mined. 

Microprocessors are not 100 percent efficient and under a load that can give off massive amounts of heat. 

Keeping the processors cool is paramount as overheating could permanently damage the circuits. 

It is for these reasons that data centers are often built in areas with two things: cheap electricity and a cool 

climate. This is one of the reasons that major data center construction has been taking place in Northern Eu-

rope. The well trained populace and the stable environment of the EU are also contributing factors to this rush 

to build. However, there is a downside: the cost of operation in these countries is very high.

With Slovakia, KELTA found the best of both worlds. Slovakia has reasonably priced electricity, the stability that 

comes with being located within the EU, access to advanced internet backbone services, and a well trained 

but more reasonably priced tech community. 

The remaining upside of locating in the far north is the climate. However, KELTA’s liquid immersion cooling 

solves this problem.
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2.3  The KELTA Facility

The KELTA facility is a state-of-the-art data center that is particularly notable for its cutting-edge liquid im-

mersion cooling system. 

The facility will last much longer than fifty years into the future. It can therefore be guaranteed that KLT token 

holders will have access to the data center and computing power for the full fifty years offered by their tokens. 

This being the case, token holders may feel doubly secure as part of the funds collected during the token sale 

will be put into a special fund for future upgrades.

The building in which the data center is housed is solid and secure. It is only accessible through a single main 

access gate. This gate, heavily monitored and well secured, can withstand the impact of a large vehicle. Sur-

rounding the facility itself is a 3 meter high perimeter fence topped with razor wire.

The building itself is framed by precast concrete with 18 cm thick steel-reinforced concrete walls. The facility is 

double-roofed to provide extra protection for the sensitive electronics that lie below. The building is literally de-

signed from the ground up to protect its contents. The load capacity of each floor is very high as well: 5,000 kg/m² 

on the ground floor with all other floors, the roof included, capable of bearing 1,500 kg/m². All doors in the building 

are certified fire-resistant for between 60 to 120 minutes. The total leasable whitespace at the warehouse is  

2,700 m² spread over 6 different server rooms.

Figure 2.1: Electricity prices worldwide (USD cents per kWh)
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The data center is directly connected to a public 110 kV/22 kV electrical substation. There are two different lines 

connecting it from two different directions to mitigate the possibility of power loss. At present, a 10 MVA high volt-

age cable is being used but, should consumer power requirements increase, capacity can be increased as well. 

The data center has its own 3.6 MVA transformers with a redundancy of N+1. In case of power loss, the facility has 

its own seamless power backup in the former of generators (again N+1 redundancy). Enough backup fuel is kept on 

site to run the data center at full capacity for 72 hours.

KELTA offers the most technologically advanced data center in the region as certified by ISO 27001:2008,  

ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004.

Surveillance and access control are top priorities at the facility. Advanced Area Surveillance system is installed 

throughout the facility, both inside and outside, to maintain constant awareness of who is where, what they are 

doing, and when. The complex uses a cellular system wherein it is divided into security zones and two-part 

identification is required for access (code and keycard).

Furthermore, KELTA maintains a professional security force on the premises at all times. All visitors are verified 

with picture ID and cross-checked with scheduled and allowed visitors for each sector. Should a visitor be al-

lowed in, his movements and actions are monitored for the duration of his stay.

In terms of fire prevention, a high quality VESDA (Very Early Smoke Detection Alarm) fire detection system is 

found throughout the facility. Our fire prevention systems employ a three-level detection plan that covers every 

space within the building, the double flooring included. Should a fire be detected, a nitrogen gas fire extin-

guisher is immediately deployed. This system fills the affected area with nitrogen, extinguishing the fire without 

exposing your electronics to liquid, foam, or other fire-retardant chemicals.

In close proximity to the data center is the neutral point of the Slovak Internet Peering Center, where telecom 

operators, internet service providers (ISPs), and other entities exchange a network speed of 195 gb/s.

Even before the construction for the data center was completed, the founders managed to sell a portion of its 

space to the ORANGE Corporation. Soon after, a portion was sold to the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Repub-

lic. In this way, a significant amount of the initial investment for the data center’s construction was returned.

2.4  Liquid immersion cooling

The KELTA data center employs total liquid immersion cooling, a highly cost-efficient technology that eliminates 

moving parts like fans, substantially reducing the amount of energy required to cool IT components.

Liquid immersion cooling is carried out by exposing components directly to a dielectric liquid coolant. The 

coolant utilized by KELTA has a heat capacity 1000 times higher than an equal volume of air. KELTA uses its own, 

patented, “directed flow” technology, which circulates the fluid through a sealed server chassis. The coolant 

flows constantly through the system, maintaining optimal stability and reducing the amount of power needed to 

cool down the components.

http://www.data-cube.sk/files/ISO27001-SK-Certifikat.pdf
http://www.data-cube.sk/files/ISO9001-SK-Certifikat.pdf
http://www.data-cube.sk/files/ENISO14001_2004_SK.PDF
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In determining which liquid coolant to use, the team did a lot of experimentation and research. They tried out 

several types of fluids, and were led to realize that the most essential problem that needed to be solved was the 

rate at which the fluid evaporates. 

By gradual fluid replacement, it was found that fairly decent results could be achieved with a methoxyheptaflu-

oropropane fluid. In the end, however, the KELTA team determined that the best results can be achieved with the 

use of synthetic oils - polyalphaolefin lubricants - which are produced during the refining process of crude oil. 

Unlike water, the liquid coolant utilized by KELTA does not carry an electrical charge, and is completely safe to 

be used with any electronic component. Since all components are immersed in fluid, they are isolated from the 

outside environment. This means that they can be operated anywhere and that their lifespans are extended sub-

stantially. As the heat is transferred into a liquid, and not into air, it is easy to transport and to recycle.

The KELTA system has no fans, and there are no moving parts within the chassis. The only moving within the KEL-

TA data center are the central pumps, with direct the movement of the liquid coolant. These pumps are located in 

the mechanical room, apart from the rest of the system. The liquid coolant is pumped through the server chassis 

to remove heat from all its internal components. The heat is then carried out within the liquid. 

The warm liquid flows to a heat exchanger, where the temperature is reduced. The cooled down liquid is then 

pumped back through the data center and . This actually is quite similar to the central heating system in a pri-

vate home. The “Cool” liquid that is used by KELTA reaches maximum temperatures of 45 degrees celsius, so the 

heat exchanger is a simple fan-coil system.
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UNIT 3: Use Cases

The KELTA data center is, above all, useful. As a provider of computing power, KELTA will likely be utilized by 

scientists, cryptocurrency miners, and individuals interested in a rental income.

3.1  Scientific Research

The KELTA data center will likely have scientific applications in many fields of science that make extensive use of 

simulation or modelling, for example:

1. Artificial intelligence and machine learning (neural network research): The race to create intelligent 

machines and effective machine learning algorithms has been heating up over the last decade and has 

reached a boiling point in the last five years. Both fields are entirely digital and require large computa-

tional resources in order to perform experiments and develop new methods.

2. Climate change simulation: While climate change is making it to the forefront of national debates, what is 

actually happening is fairly poorly understood. What is going to happen in the future is even less under-

stood because the atmosphere, biosphere, and oceanosphere are all individually complicated systems 

and their interaction is even more complicated. Modeling this interaction is extremely resource intensive.

3. Protein modelling: Homology, or protein modelling, is a science that specializes in the simulation and 

modelling of proteins at the atomic level based on its amino acid sequence. The modelling of the various 

‘folds’ of the protein requires substantial computing power and often a good deal of time before the result 

is acceptable. Protein modelling has many important implications for the medical and pharmaceutical 

industries.

4. Astronomy: Astronomy and cosmology are fields that work with huge expanses of time and space. Much 

of the research going on today involves the crunching of enormous trove of data from both telescopes 

and probes. Beyond simple data crunching, both fields are increasingly reliant on modelling and simula-

tion.

5. Hydrology and Geology: Geological and hydrological expeditions are increasingly reliant on satellite and 

ground-penetrating radar data, both in academia and industry. The crunching of data and the simulation it 

makes possible allows for more accurate drilling and a broader understanding of the earth itself.

6. Cryptography and blockchain research: Many users may find the KELTA platform useful for the testing of 

new cryptographic algorithms. Blockchain technologies and cryptocurrency mining algorithms become 

more advanced everyday. Cryptographers will find a lot of utility in the data center to bring even more progress to 

the blockchain movement.
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3.2  Network mining

The KELTA data center offers a highly efficient and streamlined alternative for cryptocurrency mining. Ulti-

mately, up to 10 megawatts of computing power may be implemented within KELTA facilities.

The initial setup for the crypto farm is an architecture of RX470, RX580, RX64, RX56, 1070 and 1080 graphic 

processing units, as well as other available models. In the current configuration, 10 to 13 GPUs will be placed 

on the motherboard. For complex automation, a Linux operating system will be used to create customized 

scripts that enable efficient management.

The current set-up of the facility boasts the following hashpower:

**The above hash rates are per 10kW of data center capacity.

Cryptocurrency miners on the KELTA platform will receive a payment of about 6-8% on a monthly basis. The 

day of payment will be the last day of each calendar month. See section 3.4 for details on the fee structure.

3.3  Token Rental

Owners of KLT tokens will have the ability to rent out their tokens and the corresponding computing power to 

other platform users. The minimum rental period is one month. 

Token holders who have rented out their token will receive a 6% rental reward per year. This number is subject 

to change.

KELTA token holders choosing to rent out their KLT tokens may rest assured that they will be adequately re-

warded. The KELTA company will act as an intermediary in transactions carried out between users. 

Token distribution will be carried out on a “first comes first served” basis. This means that the earlier you 

bought your token, the earlier you will receive your token. The earliest tokens will become available to the 

the earliest token purchasers 7 days after the end of the ICO. As each construction phase of the data center 

comes to completion, another group of token holders will gain access to their tokens.

Until the construction phases are completed, all distributed tokens will be considered rented tokens, and KELTA 

will provide token holders with a 6% p.a. weekly payment. This payment is guaranteed by KELTA. 

2,7 Gh/s

82,5 kh/s

29,5 kh/s

53,1 Gh/s

Ethereum / Ethash 

Monero / CryptoNight 

Zcash / Equihash 

Pascal / Pascalcoin

Hashpower
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3.4  Fee structure

The KELTA data center boasts extremely low fees compared to its competitors. 

When determining the fees for the client user, the following costs must be determined in relation to uptime:

• Electricity costs 

• Maintenance costs

Figure 3.1: Current Fees (subject to change)

18,9 4,53 138,17

21,9 5,25 160,13
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Figure 3.2: Current Fees (subject to change)
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UNIT 4: The Initial Coin Offering

4.1  Basic information

The KELTA team has determined that the most appropriate means by which to distribute the KLT token is through an Initial 

Coin Offering (ICO). Tokens will be available for sale for 57 days, starting March 5th, 2018 and ending April 30th, 2018

During the token sale, there will be a soft cap set at 2,000,000 KLT tokens. The hard cap is 10,000,000 tokens.

Total tokens issued:

• 12,500,000 KLT 

Basic distribution: 

• 10,000,000 KLT — Available for purchase during the token sale

• 250,000 — Bounty + Referral program

• 312,500 — Advisors

• 625,000 — Team

• 625,000 — Founders

• 687,500 — Recovery fund

ICO launch: March 5th, 2018

• Pre-sale —  0.00495 ETH 

• Week 1,2 —  0.00565 ETH 

• Week 3,4 —  0.00595 ETH

• Week 5,6 —  0.00625 ETH  

• Week 7 —  0.00655 ETH 

ICO end: April 30th, 2018
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4.2  Utilization of the Ethereum Network

The KLT token is emitted on the Ethereum blockchain network and complies with the ERC-20 token standard. 

For the KELTA project and for token holders, the KLT smart contract guarantees:

Transparency in terms of:

• Balance: The information on the number of tokens held by any user is public.

• Transfers: All information on transfers is public and can be traced back in time.

Compliance with rules of token ownership:

• Scope: Only Ethereum users and contracts can be token holders or take the role of token holder.

• Uniqueness: Each token belongs to one user-owner. There are no shared tokens.

• Right to transfer: A token can be transferred to another user only by the direct command of its owner or by the 

command of the receiver directly authorized by the owner. No token transfer may be initiated by another user.

A unified token supply:

• Exclusive issue: Only one user, the contract owner, can issue tokens.

Secure contract Management:

• Replacement: The contract owner can relinquish the ownership in favor of any other Ethereum user or 

contract.

• Blockade: The contract owner can stop or resume token transfers between token holders at any time.

Additional guarantees:

• Recovery: Any call to the contract which results in an error does not change the users’ tokens or Ether 

balance, except for the gas spent on the transaction.

• Limits: Maximum allowed tokens in circulation and may be set and are limited to.

The KLT smart contract does not guarantee the following (“Uncertainty Provisions”):

User validity:

• An account with positive token balance may or may not be a real Ethereum user or contract and therefore 

may not have a private key. Tokens transferred to such users will likely be lost.

Ether supply:

• The contract prohibits most, but not all means by which Ether could be sent to it by users who are not 

contract owners. 

The KELTA team engages independent auditors - prominent in the industry - to review the smart contract code 

line by line, checking for any security breaches, misuses of incentivization, or other concerns regarding the 

attack surface.
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4.3  Terms of Payment

KLT can be acquired in exchange for ETH or other cryptocurrencies introduced on the official website. Transfers 

can be made using ETH wallet.

Participants in the ICO are invited to deposit funds into their personal accounts. Only when the funds has been 

deposited into these accounts can it be used to acquire KLT. 

Accounts on the official website for the token sale will become accessible several days before the ICO launch. 

The accounts can be accessed through a web-portal or with a mobile application. Accounts will be protected 

from unauthorized access by a two-factor authentication system. No tokens can be purchased until the official 

start date for the token sale, unless the token purchaser is a participant of the pre-sale.

As soon as the system architecture is completed, as per the white paper’s roadmap, the funds received during 

the token pre-sale will be released to the KELTA team.

Upon the end of the token sale, purchase of tokens will no longer be possible. Approximately on May 7th, 2018, 

tokens will be issued to participants.  As soon as the tokens are issued, they may be transferred to the owner’s 

personal account on the KELTA website. At this point, the token’s full functionality will be enabled - token holders 

may initiate cryptocurrency mining or other computational operations, or they may rent out their tokens and 

computing capacity.

4.4  Notes regarding fund distribution

The KELTA data center has most of its infrastructure already completed. In order for token holders to begin us-

ing computing resources through the KELTA platform, the GPUs must be purchased and installed. Token holders 

are reminded that this will be a very simple process. KELTA has already made deals with GPU manufacturers, 

and has expertise in the hardware’s installation.

Overall, the following expenses will be covered using the funds from the token sale:

• Purchase of hardware: Graphics cards, power supplies, motherboards, processors, risers, and RAM.

• Employment of qualified personnel to install and maintain the new equipment.

• Research and development. 

• Software development.
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4.5  Project roadmap

October 2017: 

ICO Preparation

December 2017: 

Presentation Release

January, 2018: 

White paper published on the website

March 5th, 2018: 

Pre-sale launch

March 12th, 2018: 

General token sale

April 9th, 2018: 

Launch of the mobile application

April 30, 2018: 

Token sale Completed

May 7th, 2018: 

Token distribution to token holders

June 11th, 2018: 

Projected construction — 2 MW

July 30th, 2018: 

Projected construction — 3 MW

August 28th, 2018: 

Projected construction — 5 MW

General Token Sale

Projected construction
2 MW

Projected construction
5 MW

Projected construction
3 MW

Mobile application

Januar y

Apr i l

Apr i l

June

July

August
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4.6  The KELTA Team

George Mac, CEO — Having been at KELTA for over 2 years, George Mac is 

an expert in risk management and the design of risk management frame-

works. Identifying and managing business risk is one of his crucial roles in 

mitigating disruptions to our mining processes. His expertise also compris-

es financial risks and internal auditing. Having worked at several different 

investment firms over the course of his career, his thorough knowledge of 

financial systems helps keep KELTA at the forefront of cryptocurrency.

Frantisek Stefanicka, Lead Engineer — Frantisek is our resident expert in 

immersion cooling technology and mining hardware. With over three years’ 

experience at KELTA alone, he is on the forefront of heat management in 

crypto mining. Beyond cooling systems, Frantisek is an expert in the man-

agement of mining processes such as pool management and mining hard-

ware optimization. He is also an expert in the software used to effectively 

manage large scale mining operations. 

Eva Micháliková, Communications Director — Eva comes to us with over 18 

years of experience as an executive in the financial, IT and Energy sectors. 

Improving her skills with a Master degree in Banking and Finance in 2002, 

she has worked in corporate finance, private equity, asset management, 

and venture capital roles through out her career for the EU and US corpora-

tions. After a successful career in finance she switched her gears to IT and 

Energy sector in order to expand her experience. Right now she is focused 

on Marketing, Sales, and International Business Development.

Gevorg Ayrumyan, Attorney — Gevorg is the head of the KELTA legal depart-

ment. He is a litigation expert, having taken part in more than 100 success-

ful lawsuits and proceedings. Registered as a lawyer by the Slovak bar 

association, Gevorg holds a JD, specializing in business law, and a PHD, in 

criminal justice and law enforcement administration. His knowledge of the 

IT sector puts him in an ideal. 

http://linkedin.com/in/george-mac-a9a840112
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gevorg-ayrumyan-212865112/
https://goo.gl/FNvGRp
https://goo.gl/jfcMuc
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• Administration, service, and maintenance workers: 12 employees.

• External cooperation: 8 employees.

• 24/7 Security: 9 employees.

Rebecca Mac, Operations Manager — Rebecca assures that Kelta runs 

at a high level of efficiency. To date, she has directly supported several 

successful crypto mining operations in Slovakia. Rebecca specializes in 

keeping operations running smoothly and streamlining management. Now, 

she is bringing her unique skill set to at KELTA. Her management skills were 

acquired at the school of hospitality management of the École Hôtelière de 

Lausanne, in Switzerland.

Igor Kalig, Support Manager — Igor leads the 24/7 customer support team.  

He is always there to help KELTA participants to find the solutions that they 

need. His is a qualified communicator and is always ready and willing to help. 

Milos Ubovic, Operations Supervisor — Milos has years of experience in 

hardware supply and network infrastructure management, server migrations, 

and – critical to KELTA – energy supply management. He is responsible for 

the service, maintenance, and upkeep of KELTA’s mining equipment, as well 

as the training of new maintenance and operations personnel. Beyond the 

training he also supervises  all of the assigned maintenance, operations, 

troubleshooting, and repair tasks regarding KELTA’s network systems.

4.7  Advisory board

Igor Rattaj, Owner at Tatry Mountain Resorts — Since 1996, Igor has been 

working with the J&T financial group, concerning himself principally with 

banking activities in the Czech Republic.  He started in brand investment and 

trading and participated in the foundation of J&T Bank in Prague, Bratislava, 

Zürich, and Moscow (a large part of the J&T Group was EPH – a large Europe-

an power distributor). In recent years he has primarily been doing business 

at his leisure, but 5 years ago he made a large investment: the data center 

that today serves as the base for the KELTA mining project.

Other datacenter personnel:

https://sk.linkedin.com/in/igor-rattaj-71a839123
mailto:mac%40kelta.com?subject=
mailto:kalig%40kelta.com?subject=
mailto:ubovic%40kelta.com?subject=
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UNIT 5: Legal Considerations

5.1  Disclaimer

This whitepaper is written to give an overview of the KELTA data center, the KLT token, and of the token sale. 

This whitepaper is not to be considered a legally binding, and implies no obligations of the KELTA team. Sep-

arate documents will be published by the KELTA team and by payment partners to serve the token purchase 

process. This white paper is not an offer, invitation, or solicitation to purchase KLT tokens. It is an informational 

and technical overview of the project for interested parties.

Participation in the token sale as a form of investment carries risks. The KELTA team and organization believes 

that it is important that persons choosing to invest by purchasing KLT tokens should educate themselves 

fully on the token purchasing process and on the risks involved in token ownership. You are urged to inform 

yourself fully about the KELTA organization, the various risk factors involved with cryptocurrencies and ICO 

proceedings, and the policies of payment service providers.

Forward-looking statements within this white paper are to be interpreted as mere estimations, and not legally 

binding language. KELTA’s position as an operator of a data centers is a well known and established fact. Any 

statement regarding future developments of the project should be read critically, and considered fully, before 

any token purchasing decisions are made. No language within the current document is legally binding. No 

promises and speculations are to be interpreted as an obligation from the KELTA team.  

5.2  Jurisdiction

KELTA is legally registered as a Spoločnosť s ručením omedzeným (SRO) in the Republic of Slovakia. The KELTA 

data center legally operates in the Republic of Slovakia in accordance with all laws of the European Union. 

The KELTA token is interpreted as a utility token, in compliance with international financial regulations. 

It is the responsibility of the potential token holder to inform his or herself regarding the local laws in his or 

her home jurisdiction. KELTA does not have any responsibility for any tax or other obligations the token holder 

may have in his or her country as a result for involvement in the KELTA project. 

 

5.3  Notes on translation

This is the English version of the white paper. Translations of this white paper may be made. In cases of trans-

lator error or conflict between the various versions of this white paper, the English version is to be interpreted 

to be the most authoritative. 
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5.4  Risk Factors

1. Risk from hardware, software, or internet failures: Given the nature of KELTA’s business model and the 

types of services offered, the company depends on the functioning of software applications, computer 

hardware, the internet, and other computer infrastructures. The KELTA team has made, and continues to 

make, every effort possible to limit the risk of viruses, DDOS attacks, physical break-ins, and other mali-

cious activities. Such disruptions may result in the suspension of KELTA operations.

2. Limitations of the smart contract and the Ethereum network: Smart contracts are still a new technology 

and are at an early stage of development. The experimental nature of smart contracts carries certain risks. 

While the best possible effort is made to audit the smart contract, the audit is not to be seen as any kind of 

warranty or assurance that the smart contract is without flaws. What’s more, the Ethereum network may be 

affected by malicious acts or sudden changes that may negatively affect the value of the KLT token.

3. The value of cryptocurrencies and fluctuation in mining rewards: The primary service offered by the 

KELTA data center is cryptocurrency mining hosting.  This kind of service and the rewards from it are 

directly dependent on the price of various cryptocurrencies and the state of the economy, crypto or oth-

erwise. Cryptocurrencies are often subject to volatile fluctuations in value. Before purchasing KLT tokens, 

all interested parties need to inform themselves of these risks. Market fluctuations are likely to affect the 

value of the KLT token.

4. Disclosure of information: Information gathered from KLT token holders and renters may be submitted to 

law enforcement, government officials, or to other third-parties, when KELTA is required to do so by law, 

subpoena, or court order. KELTA is in no way to be held responsible for any activities that it carries out in 

order to comply with international or domestic law.

5. Delay in updates: Any delay in the technical or physical updates described in this white paper can affect 

the KLT token value and are to be understood as a risk for token purchase. 

6. Force Majeure: KELTA shall not be liable for any failure of or delay in the performance of this agreement 

for the period that such failure or delay is beyond their reasonable control, materially affects the perfor-

mance of any of their obligations, and could not reasonably have been foreseen or provided against. For 

the purposes of this project, force majeure means extraordinary events or circumstances that could not 

be prevented by KELTA. Such circumstances shall include: acts of nature, mass civil disorder, armed con-

flict, industrial actions, lockdowns, and strikes, epidemic health crisis, and prolonged shortage or failure 

of energy sources or communications.
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Official website: 

Blog: 

Telegram:

Bitcointalk:

Medium:

Facebook: 

Twitter: 

Instagram:

Email:

https://www.kelta.com

Our Location

Contact Information

The KELTA Crypto Farm and Data Center
 Kopcianska 92/D, 851 01 Bratislava, 

Slovak Republic, European Union

http://blog.kelta.com/blog

https://t.me/joinchat/GbiywRFFNgDPFBKF-vbhYQ

launch@kelta.com

https://twitter.com/KELTAcom

https://www.facebook.com/KELTAcom

https://medium.com/kelta-com

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2765358.0

https://www.instagram.com/kelta_com

https://www.kelta.com
https://www.kelta.com
http://blog.kelta.com/blog
http://blog.kelta.com/blog
https://t.me/joinchat/GbiywRFFNgDPFBKF-vbhYQ
https://t.me/joinchat/GbiywRFFNgDPFBKF-vbhYQ
mailto:launch%40kelta.com?subject=
mailto:launch@kelta.com
https://twitter.com/KELTAcom
https://twitter.com/KELTAcom
https://www.facebook.com/KELTAcom
https://www.facebook.com/KELTAcom
https://medium.com/kelta-com
https://medium.com/kelta-com
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2765358.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2765358.0
https://www.instagram.com/kelta_com
https://www.instagram.com/kelta_com
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Visual representation of Kelta’s innovative cooling system


